
Geophysical Survey at Varley Hall, Coldean Brighton, Sussex

Introduction

The university residence accommodation located at Varley Hall, Coldean, Sussex was the
focus of a major excavation in 1992, by the Field Unit of Archaeology South East. The
excavation produced evidence for a Middle Bronze Age settlement (Greig 1993). The site
lies close to another Bronze age settlement located 500M to the west at Downsview, and
also excavated by Archaeology south East, as part of the Brighton By-pass excavations
(Rudling and Funnell).

Once the excavation had been completed the Brighton and Hove Archaeological Society
Field Unit conducted a small investigation into the lands surrounding the known site to
ascertain as to whether the site continued north and westward. The excavations had only
examined part of one of the terraced round house found, the other half remaining below
the land surface to the west of the excavated area. The survey of this remaining section of
a Bronze Age round house terraced into the chalk produced a significant anomaly of low
readings produced in an arc formation, conforming to the shape cut into the chalk. The
survey encompassed the area between the excavated site and a line of trees extending
along a public footpath to the west (TQ331091). A section of land south of another line of
trees running west to east was also investigated (Fig 1.)

Methodology

A datum point was set up at a point 60 metres south of the excavation boundary and the
survey ran along a base line consisting of the west boundary of the excavation. The
partially remaining round house was located within grid 1. The equipment used was an
RM4 resistivity meter. The measurements were taken at 1 metre intervals and measured
in Ohms. A total of 6 complete 20M squares were completed (Grids 1,3,5,7,11 and 12)
and 4 squares were partially investigated (Grids 2,4,6 and 8). The results were analysed
using differences in colouring for sequences of numbers.

Conclusions

The resistivity survey conducted at Varley Halls produced a series of anomalies of low
readings. The remains of the terraced round house known and still in-situ produced an arc
of low readings, producing an ideal parameter for the investigation. The area comprising
squares 5,6,7 and 8 produced an area of indeterminate shape, round in configuration.
While this area does not suggest the location of a round house Bronze Age settlement
sites do have other features including ditches, pits and post holes, some circular features
are often regarded as 'pond' features. The most significant observation of the geophysical
survey was made in squares 11 and 12. The readings from these squares picked up
clearly and distinctly the shape of an arc of low readings. The readings were also distinct
that the surveyors were able to anticipate and confirm when the low series of readings
would appear on the machine monitor.

It is very clear from the resistivity survey that the boundaries of the Bronze Age settlement
at Varley Halls, continue beyond the area excavated by the field unit of Archaeology South
East. Field walking projects are planned for lands surrounding Varley Hall in attempt to
gather more information about the settlement site and possible associated field systems



viewed in aerial photographs. New geophysical surveys are planned for the remaining
fields going up to the Brighton by-pass, north of the Bronze Age settlement.
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